Abstract-This paper compares the use of temporal differ-
of experimental results and evaluation of players leareed in evolution.
section IV. The paper is then concluded with a discussion 1. INTRODUCTION and summary of main findings.
Both Temporal Difference Learning (TDL) and Co- 11 . OTHELLO Evolutionary Learning (CEL) are able to acquire game The game of Othello is played on an 8 x 8 board, with a strategies without reference to any expert knowledge of game starting configuration as shown in fig. I with the middle 4 strategy, and without using any prior available player to squares occupied. Black plays first, and the game continues train against. Typically, CEL achieves this by generating an until the board is full (after 60 turns), or until neither player initial random population of strategies which are then played is able to move. Note that a player must move if able to, against each other, with the parents for each successive passing only happens when a player has no legal moves generation being chosen on the basis of their playing ability. available. Standard TDL achieves this through self-play. A legal move is one which causes one or more opponent The main difference between the two methods (at least counters to be flipped. Counters are flipped when they lie on in their most typical forms) is that CEL uses only the end a continuous line (horizontal, vertical, or diagonal) between information of win/lose/draw aggregated over a set of games, the newly placed counter, and another counter of the placing whereas TDL aims to exploit all the information during the player. Counters placed in one of the four corners can never course of a game, as well as at the end of each game when satisfy this condition, and can therefore never be flipped. the final rewards are known. Comparisons of this kind are Hence, the corners play a pivotal role in the game, and both timely and important, since recent years have seen an explosion of interest in the CEL method, while applications of TDL to the same problem have been less numerous.
In a recent paper [9] the authors investigated temporal difference learning versus co-evolution for learning smallboard Go strategies. There it was found that TDL learned faster, but that with careful tuning, CEL eventually learned better strategies. In particular, with CEL it was necessary to use parent-offspring weighted averaging in order to cope with the effects of noise. In this paper a similar set of experiments for Othello are reported and it is found that similar results hold, but to an even greater extent. In particular, without parent-child averaging, CEL performs very poorly. When which arm all equivalent under reflection and rotation (black moves first).
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valuing them highly tends to be the first thing learned, a fact may require hundreds of thousands of games in order to that can be seen easily by inspecting the evolution of weight achieve good performance. Indeed, the experimental work values in a WPC. Indeed the WPC [11] used as a benchmark underlying this paper involved the running of several billion in that study also reflects this. There the highest value of 1 games of Othello. Therefore, the efficiency of the game is given to all four corners. To hinder the possibility of an engine plays an important part in this research. opponent getting a comer, the squares next to them should
We developed two implementations of all the software, be avoided. For this reason they are given the lowest value one written by the first author in Java, the other by the -0.25. As a consequence the WPC encourages the players second author in C. In this way all results are double-checked to place its counter at advantageous squares. The total set and enabled a speed comparison of each implementation to of weights for this heuristic player is given in fig. 2 . Note be made. The speed of each game naturally depends on that the weights of this heuristic player are symmetric under the type of player. A multi-layered perceptron (MLP) with reflection and rotation, and have just 10 distinct values out of hidden units is necessarily slower than a WPC, for example. a possible 64. It would be possible to simplify the learning Regarding the WPC, there is a trick implemented for the Java task by enforcing this kind of symmetry, and evolving just version, which evaluates only the difference in evaluation 10 parameters instead of 64. This would mean building score that a move would make, without actually making the in more expert knowledge however, and could also place move. This is however, only applicable for a WPC using 1-undesirable constraints on the value function. Indeed, the ply lookahead. This means that for WPCs the Java version best weights evolved in this paper are not symmetric (see is the fastest implementation we have, and is able to play [1993] [1994] [1995] [1996] [1997] . Logistello also uses a linear weighted evaluation conceivably lead to a significant speed increase for weighted function but with more complex features than just the plain piece counter players, but would make little difference for board. Nevertheless, the weights are tuned automatically more complex players (such as MLPs). using self-play. Logistello also uses an opening book based A. Co-Evolution on over 23, 000 tournament games and fast game tree search [1] .
A number of different versions of the evolution strategy More recently, Chong et al [4] co-evolved a spatially aware (ES) as implemented in [9] were tried. It was decided multi-layer perceptron (MLP) for playing Othello. Their that the more simplified version, described in fig. 3 , was MLP was similar to the one used by Fogel and Chellapilla sufficient for the game Othello. This is the so called (1, A) ES for playing checkers [3] , and had a dedicated input unit for using arithmetical averaging between the parent and the best every possible sub-square of the board. Together with the offspring. In this algorithm the parent is deleted at every hidden layers this led to a network with 5, 900 weights, which generation (non-elitist). The A offspring play a single game they evolved with around one hundred thousand games. The against one another both as Black and White. This results WPC used in the current paper has only 64 weights. The in a total of A(A -1) games per generation. The parentresults below show that optimal tuning of such WPCs can child averaging is a standard evolution strategy technique take hundreds of thousands of games, and relies heavily for dealing with noisy fitness functions. Pollack and Blair [8] on parent-child averaging. These considerations suggest that also used averaging when using a random hill-climber (i.e. a further improvement in the performance of evolved spatial (1 + 1) ES) to successfully learn backgammon strategy, but MLPs should be possible.
for the current paper a (1 + 1) ES with averaging performed poorly (though without averaging it performed even worse).
Ill. IMPLEMENTATION
Regarding the win/draw/lose payoffs listed in fig. 3 cap-
In order to achieve effective leaming it may be necessary tion, we also experimented with basing fitness solely on the to play many games. This is particularly true for CEL, which number of wins, but found that these different payoffs did In TDL the weights of the evaluation function are updated our previous study for Go [9] it was found that a population during game play using a gradient-descent method. Let x be size of A = 30 was needed for a 5 x 5 Go board and a setting the board observed by a player about to move, and similarly of 3 = 0.05 was necessary. Similar finding are observed here x' the board after the player has moved. Then the evaluation for Othello, however, smaller population sizes are adequate, function may be updated during play as follows [10, p. and TDL the players are evaluated by playing against a is used to force the value function v to be in the range -1 standard heuristic player (see fig. 2 ) and a random player to 1. This method is known as gradient-descent TD(0) [10] . at I -ply. This is repeated 10, 000 times for each point on the fig. 4 . This is the same policy used during The results for experiment d., the (1, 5) ES, are presented moves. Let these players be labeled as player-i to player-100. in fig. 7 . Similar trends are observed as for the (1,10) ES The top three and bottom three ranking players are presented in fig. 5 , however, the average performance against the in table 1. This clearly shows that the better players are found heuristic player is now worse. The only difference here is the towards the end of the run and the worst in the beginning. number of offspring produced per generation and therefore the number of games played per generation. However, the C. Temporal Difference Learning overall total number of games played remains the same.
For this experiment, an initial value of a = 0.01 was In fig. 8 a single CEL run is compared with a single TDL used, decreasing by a factor of 0.95 every 45, 000 games run. Both of these runs are subjected to a forced random played. The probability of making a purely random move, move with probability e = 0.1. These are snapshots of e = 0.1. The initial weights are set to 0.0 and 30 independent the 10, 000 game performance versus the heuristic player runs performed. The mean results against the heuristic and taken every 45, 000 games played during learning. It is also random players (along with one standard deviation) is plotted interesting to see if there is any significant difference between in fig. 9 . The ultimate performance of the TDL players these 100 players taken as snapshots during learning. To against the heuristic and random players are similar, however, Player-I fig. 10 ). The weights are listed in row order, left to right, top to bottom (i.e. the first eight weights are for the top row). 
